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FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS AND POSITIVE-

DEFINITE FUNCTIONS

BY

COLIN C. GRAHAM

Abstract. For a LCA group G with dual group ô, let D(G) = /)(<?)
denote the convex (not closed) hull of {<*,y>:;c e G,y 6 </}. The set D(G)

is the natural domain for functions that operate by composition from the

class, PDX(G), of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of probability measures on G

to £(</), the class of all Fourier-Stieltjes transforms on <5. Little is known
about the behavior of F on the boundary of D(G). In §1, we show (1) if F

operators from PDX(G) to B(G) and G is compact, then K(z)

= lim,_,,-.F(/r) exists for all z G D(G) and K operates from PDX(G) to

B(G); (2) if F operates from PDX(G) to PD(G) = \Jr>0rPDx(G) and G is
compact, then Koperates from PDx(ô) to PD(G), and so also does F— K;

(3) if G - D, q > 2, and F operates from PDX(G) to B(G), then F = if on

D(G) n {z: ¡z| < 1}. This third result is shown to be sharp for compact

groups of bounded order. In §2, an example is given that fills a gap in the

theory of functions operating from PDX (6 ) to B(G ). In §3 we show that most

Riesz products and all continuous measures on Assets have a property that

is very useful in proving symbolic calculus theorems. Applications of this are

indicated. Some open questions are given in §4.

0. Introduction. We retain the notations of the abstract, and use, in addition,

notions and notations of Rudin's monograph [Rul] without comment. The

results of §1 extend previous results concerning functions operating from

PDX(G) to PD(G), to give information concerning the behavior of F on the

boundary of D(G). Herz [Hz] had observed that this behavior could be

complicated, and he and Rider [Ril] had shown that F has the form

F(z) = 2 am„zmz" for z E lnt D(G), where amn> 0 for all m, n and

2 amn < co for most groups G.

We thank the referee for many useful comments and suggestions. In

particular, the proofs of 1.3 and 3.3 owe much of their simplicity to the referee.

1. Boundary behavior of operating functions.

1.1. Discussion. In this section, we consider a complex valued function F,
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defined on (a subset of) the unit disc. We suppose that G is an infinite LCA

group with dual group G, and that F ° pis a. Fourier-Stieltjes transform on G

whenever u is a probability measure on G. The question then is: What sort of

function is F?

The problem only makes sense when the domain of Fis the set D(G), where

(1.1) D(G) = \J{p.(G): p is a probability measure on G).

It is easy to see that D(G) = D(G).

A LCA group, G, is exceptional [Ril] if G is the product of a finite group

with a group of exponent two.

1.2. Theorem. Let G be an infinite compact abelian group and let F: D(G)

-* C operate (by composition) from PDX(G) to B(G). For 0 < t < 1 and

z £ D(G), let K(t,z) = F(tz). Then the following hold.

(i)limi_M-Ä'(r,z) - K(z) exists for all z E D(G).

(ii) K operates from PDX(G) to B(G).

(iii) If F operates from PDX(G) to PD(G), then K operates from PDX(G) to

PD(G).

Proof. If G is not exceptional, then [Mo] F has the form F(z)

- 2m,n=oß™zm2">* G IntZ>(G), where 2 |amn| < oo. (This result was

attempted in [Grl], but there is a gap in the proof.) Hence, (i) and (ii) hold in

this case. If F operates from PDX(G) to PD(G), then amn > 0 [Ril] and,

therefore, K ° v = 2 amnv'n*'" ̂  0 for all probability measures, v, on G. This

establishes the theorem in case that G is not exceptional.

When G is exceptional, [Mo] has shown that there exist polynomials

Bj, R, ..., homogeneous of degree 0, 1, ... such that F(z) = 2fcLo ^(2)> f°r

z £ IntD(G) and such that, for all probability measures, v, on G, 2 ll-Ç ° v\\

< oo. Now (i) and (ii) follow easily. For (iii), we need to examine Moran's

argument more carefully. It follows from the definition of "exceptional" that

G is isomorphic to G X D2.

Let v be a probability measure on G. Let E be a subset of Z>2 that is

compact, perfect and of type K2. We may identify E with the Cantor middle-

third set. Let u be the measure on E that is (identified with) the Cantor-

Lebesgue measure, and let 0 < t < 1 be any dyadic rational. Then it is easy

to see that there exist continuous functions g and A on £ that take on only the

values 1 and -1, are such that f gdp. = / hdp. = t, and g + h > 0. We may

assume, since E is of type K2, that there are continuous characters Xx, X2 on

D2 such that g = Xx and h = X2on E.
Since C^GXD2,Fo(i'X|i)>0. Therefore, if n > 1, c,, ..., c„ £ C,

andy,, ...,y„ £ G, then
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(1.2) / |2 Cjjjl2 X (|)(X, + X2)dF o(vXp)>0.

Taking transforms, and using the representation of F in lnt D (G), we see that

the left-hand side of (1.2) equals

îj^c/PM^-yj)).
k=0 ¡,j

Since the c's and the y's were arbitrary, we conclude that 2 **7¿(?) e PD(G).

Since this holds for all dyadic rationals, t, between zero and one, we conclude

that 2 tkPk(v) E PD(G) for all 0 < t < 1. This establishes (iii), and the
proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete.

1.3. Theorem. Let G be an infinite compact abelian group and let F: D(G)

-* C operate from PDX(G) to PD(G). Let K be as in 1.2. Then

H(z) = F(z) - K(z),       z E D(G),

defines a function that operates from PDX(G) to PD(G).

Remark. Even if G is the circle group, T, the function 77 may be quite

complicated. It must have, as Herz [Hz] observed, the property that, on each

singly generated subgroup of the unit circumference (the boundary of 7J>(T)),

K agrees with a positive-definite function. There is no guarantee that K equals

a positive-definite function on all doubly generated subgroups. An example

appears in [Hz].

1.4 Lemma. Let G be a compact, infinite abelian group, andF: D(G) -» C.

(i) F operates from PDX (G ) to PD(G ) if and only if F operates from PDX (A)

to PD(A) for all finitely generated subgroups, A, of G.

(ii) Suppose that 6 = $ X T*, where $ is a finite abelian group. Then F

operates from PDX ($ X Zh) to PD($ X Zk) if and only if F operates from

PDX ($ X Q*) to PD($ X Q*), where Q denotes the rational numbers.

(iii) Suppose that A is a subgroup of G of infinite index. Let w, v E M(G) and

suppose that v is discrete. If w = v on G \A, then v is the discrete part of w.

Proof, (i) Immediate from the equality \\F ° i>|| = F(\).

(ii) This follows from (i) and the fact that finitely generated subgroups of Q

are isomorphic to Z.

(iii) Let L — {x G G: Oc, a) = U E A). Let p be Haar measure on L,

normalized to have norm one. Then p is a continuous measure. The conclusion

follows from consideration of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of v + p * (w

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.4.

1.5. Proof of Theorem 1.3. In view of 1.4(i), it will be sufficient to prove
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that if A is a finitely generated subgroup of G, and if F operates from PDX(G)

to PD(G), then H operates from PDX(A) to PD(A).

We claim that it will be sufficient to prove this when A has infinite index in

G. For, suppose that whenever A is a finitely generated subgroup of infinite

index in the discrete abelian group ô, and F: D(G) -* C operates from

PDX(G) to PD(G), then H operates from PDX(A) to PD(A). Let G be an

Infinite discrete abelian group and let A be a finitely generated subgroup of G.

We must show that H operates from PDX (A) to PD(A) whenever F operates

from PDX (G ) to PD(G ). When A has infinite index, we have assumed that this

holds. When A has finite index, then A is an infinite, finitely generated abelian

group, and therefore A has the form $XZ*, where $ is a finite abelian group

and k > 1. By 1.4(h), F operates from PDX($ X Q*) to PD($ X Qk). In the

larger group, A has infinite index, so H (by assumption) operates from PDX (A)

to PD(A). This establishes the claim.

Let, therefore, A be a subgroup of G having infinite index and being finitely

generated. (The finitely generated assumption is now superfluous.) Suppose

that jî, £ PDX (G). Then, the extension of p to all of G, given by setting p. — 0

on G\A, is an element of PDX(G). (See [Grl] for a proof.) For convenience,

let us assume that G is countable. By 1.4(i), there will be no loss of generality

in this.
Let v be any discrete probability measure on G whose support is a dense

subset of the support of p. Suppose that y £ G and p(y) E dD(G). Then

either \p(y)\ = 1, in which case y is constant a.e. dp (and a.e. dv) or |/t(y)| < 1,

in which case y takes on values on the support of p that are exactly two

adjacent vertices of the polygon D(G). In this case, it follows, as in the

|jû(y)| = 1 case, that v(y) E dD(G) also. It is now easy to see that jl(y)

£ dD(G) if and only if v(y) E dD(G).
Now, K(P) is the transform of a discrete measure (see the representation of

K(v) used in the proof of 1.2), and H(v) vanishes off of A, since, for

yíA, jü(y) and v(y) both belong to IntD(G). By 1.4(iii), K ° v is the discrete

part of F o v. But F ° v > 0 (by assumption) and therefore its continuous

part, H ° v, is a nonnegative measure. We have proved the theorem insofar

as transforms of discrete measures are concerned. The general case follows on

approximating p by a net of discrete probability measures, {va). The va can be

chosen in such a manner that, for each finite subset, E, of G, there exists a(E)

such that for each a > a(E), if y E E and p(y) £ 3D(G), then va(y) = /t(y).

It will then follow that {F ° va) will converge weak* to F ° p. Since [K ° va)

will converge to K ° p (by the representations of K that are used in the proof

of 1.2), we conclude that the positive measures H ° va converge weak* to the

(now necessarily) nonnegative measure Hop. The proof of 1.3 is complete.

1.6. We now turn to the case of groups with finite exponent (bounded
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order). In this case, D(G) is a polygon, and it is natural to ask what kind of

behavior F has on the faces of D(G). We have two results. Theorem 1.6, for

G (a power of) D?, shows that 77 vanishes except at the vertices of D(G).

When G is not (a power of) D , then F may be very badly behaved on D(G),

as Theorem 1.7 shows. We retain the notation (F,K,H) of the preceding

paragraphs.

Theorem. Let G = D , for q > 3, and let F: D(G) -* C operate from

PDX(G) to B(G). Then H(z) = Ofor z E D(G), \z\ < 1.

Proof. If z G lntD(G), the conclusion is immediate. Otherwise, z = ar^

+ ßrj+x, where 0 < a, ß; a + ß = 1; and r is a primitive qth root of unity.

Let x be a generator of Z (the group of the cm roots of unity, and let v be the

measure on Z? given by v = a8JX + ß8/j+x^x. Let p be the measure on Dq that

is the infinite product of v with itself (infinitely often). Let (yx, y2,... ) G Dq.

Then

A(ïi>Y2. • • •) = fi K/*,Y*>« + <(J + i)x,yk>ßl
k=l

If 1 < k(l) + k(2) < co and yk(X) * 0, and y*(2) ¥= 0, then p(yx, y2,... ) G

lnt D (G). (This follows from a straightforward calculation using the sum

formulae for sine and cosine.) Therefore

(1.3) {y: A(y) G ^D(3q)} = {(yx,y2,... ): y, * 0 for at most one/}.

The set on the right-hand side of (1.3) is a union of q independent sets with

{0}, and is therefore [Rul, 5.7.5] a Sidon set. (There is no need to use Drury's

Theorem here.) Now, the support of H (p.) is a subset of the set in (1.3). By

[Rul, 5.7.7], H(p) G Lx(Dq). But if 77(z) ¥= 0, then H(p) takes on the value

77(z) infinitely often. This contradiction proves that 77(z) = 0 for all z

E dD(Dq), \z\ < 1.

1.7. Theorem. Let $ be a finite group of cardinality n and let q > 2 be an

integer that strictly divides the exponent of 3>. T^f G = $ X D . Let F: D(G)

-» C be such that F = 0 on lntD(G) and F(z) = F(z) for all z G D(G).

Suppose that

(1.4) F(l) > (V)2sup{|F(z)|: z E D(G),z ¥= I).

Then F operates from PDX(G) to PD(G).

We shall prove 1.7 by reducing the argument to one concerning finite

groups.

1.8. Lemma. Let 4>, n, q, and G be as in 1.7. Let F: D(G) -* C vanish on
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lntD(G). Then F operates from PD¿(G) to PD(G) if and only if F operates from

PDx(S>x(Zqf)toPD(<S>x(Zq)q).

1.9. Proof of Theorem 1.7, assuming Lemma 1.8. It will be sufficient to

show that if F satisfies the hypotheses of 1.7, then F ° p G P7>($ X (Zq)q")

whenever p E PDx(<t x (Zq)q"). For convenience, let L = $ x (Z )'". Let

A = {X E L: p(X) = 1). Then p and F ° p ave constant on cosets of A.

Therefore [Rul, 2.7], [Grl], F o p g PD(L) if and only if the function defined

by F » jû, on 72/A belongs to PD(L/A). The cardinal, m, of (f/A)" is at most

nqq", of course. For each x E (L/Af,

(1.5) F » p({x}) = 2 {F(p(y))(x,y): y E L/A}(mYX.

Because p(-y) = p(y)~ and F(z) = F(z)~ for z G D(G), the right-hand side

of (1.5) is real. Furthermore, for a: G [x G L: {x,X} — U 6 A) = (£/A)*,

(1.6) 2{F(p(y)Kx,y):y E L/A,y ¥= 0} < nqqnS,

where S = supdTXz)!: z G 7>(G),z ¥= 1}. Now, (1.4)-(1.6) imply that F
° Á{x)) ^ 010r all x G (72/A) . This completes the proof that 1.8 implies 1.7.

1.10. Proof of Lemma 1.8. Let/? denote the (common) exponent of G and

4>. We have a number of steps. Most of the details are simple and are omitted.

(A). If z G D(Dq) and |z| < 1, then z G Int7J>(G). (This is a simple

geometric argument. A sketch of the p- and q-gons involved should be

persuasive.)

(B). Every probability measure, ft, on G has the form p = 2^e$ Sx X w^,

where px E M(Dq), px > 0 for all x G $, and 2xe$ llwjl = 1.

(C). If (y,p) EÔXD? and if, for some x E 4>, \px(p)\ < \\px\\, then

p(y,o) G IntTXG).

(D.) Let A, = {\ E D?: \px(X)\ = \\px\\ for all x G $}. Then Aj is a sub-
group of D and F ° jû is supported on Í» X Aj. We may assume that p is also

supported on Ô» X Ax. Set A = [X E ôq: 2 A*00 =: 0«
(E). Then Card^/A) < ç". (Because, for each x G $, Card{/i^(X): X

G A,} < q.)
(F). Since jü and F ° jû are constant on cosets of A, it is enough to prove that

Fop belongs to PD($ X (A,/A)). But Card(A,/A) < q" implies that A,/A is

a quotient of (Z )q . (The exponent may be too large here.)

(G). We thus lift p and F o jü to functions on Ô X (Z?)? and apply the

hypotheses. We conclude that F ° p E P7)($ X (Zq)qn), and, therefore, that

F o jû g PD(AX/A).

We have proved one direction of the lemma. The other direction is obvious.
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2. An example. The following result is due to Moran [MO].

2.1. Theorem. Let G be a LCA group. Suppose that either (i) G contains a

perfect Kronecker set or a perfect set of type K ,for p > 3, or that (ii) G contains

an infinite compact open subgroup of exponent two and G/H has an element of

infinite order. Suppose that F: D(G) -* C operates from PDX(G) to B(G). Then

there exist numbers amn (m,n = 0,1,2,... ) such that

(2.1) F(z)=    2   amnzmIn   for z E \ntD(G),
m,«=0

and

(2.2) 2nkJ<°o.
m,n=0

When G has an open compact subgroup H of exponent two and G/H has

finite exponent, then [Mo] (2.1)-(2.2) will fail for some functions operating

from PDX(G) to B(G). The next theorem takes care of the missing case: G/H

is a torsion group of infinite exponent (exponent zero).

2.2. Theorem. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group. Let H be an open subgroup

of G of exponent two. Suppose that G/H is a torsion group. Let ß be any complex

number of modulus one that is not a root of unity. Then F(z) = (2 + ßz + z)~

is defined in D(G), operates from PDX(G) to B(G), and (2.2) fails for F. The

coefficients amn (m,n = 0,1,2,...) are uniquely defined and (2.1) holds with

convergence uniform on compact subsets of Int D(G ).

Proof. Let H(w,z) = (2 + ßw + z)~ . Then H is holomorphic in the two

complex variables w, z, in the region |w| < 1, \z\ < 1 and H(w,z)

= 2 amnw'nzn witn uniform convergence on compact subsets of that region.

Since H has a pole on \w\ = 1, \z\ = 1, (2.2) fails. The set {w = z) is a set of

uniqueness for the holomorphic functions in the two dimensional disc, and

this shows that if F(z) = 2 bmnzmz" holds in a neighborhood of zero (with

absolute convergence there), then amn = bmn for all m, n. (That F does have

such a representation is obvious because F is real-analytic in IntD(G).)

Finally, the poles of H miss {(w,z): w = z,w E D(G)}, and therefore H and

F extend continuously to all of D(G).

We now have only to prove that F operates as required.

Since H is an open subgroup of exponent two, every probability measure, p,

on G has the form2y" \Oj8x * Vj where Vj £ M(H) are probability measures,

2 a, = 1, all Oj > 0, and the sets Xj + H are distinct cosets of H. (This

representation is by no means unique, in general.) Since H has exponent two,

h «■ Vj for all/.
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Because G/H has no elements of infinite order, we may assume that x, has

order p > 2, and ax > 0. (If all Xj have order 1, then p — 8Q and Fop

= F(l)80 which certainly belongs to B(G).) Now, F(z) has the power series

expansion

F(z) = \ 2 2~k(ßz + zf,   for |z| < 1.
*• k=\

We shall estimate \(ßp + ¡i)k\\ for an appropriate integer k. Because ß is not

a root of unity, ß has infinite order in T, and therefore there exists an integer,

n > 1, such that

(2.1) \l+ß"p\<±.

Then

IKAi + Aril = HCS («j(ß8(Xj) + ót-x,)))Hl

= \\a^ + ßnp)S(nPxx)v^ + U\\

where ||co|| < 2np - 2a!{p.

Thus,

\\(ßp + jûfH < 2np - lot? + \a1P < 2np - a1p.

Therefore

l|F.All<iS2-*|KAi + A)*ll*■ i

<U1 2-^11(^ + ̂ 11) 2 2-knp\\(ßp+-p)knp\\
•^ V=l / k=\

1   np oo ,

< Í 2 2-J||(^ + /i)71| 2 2-^(2"^ - a,")*
*,/-l -        *=l

<oo.

So F o/x £ B(G).

This completes the proof of 2.2.

3. Two useful properties of a measure. Suppose that jti is a regular Borel

measure of norm one on the LCA group G, and that the dual group of G is G.

For numbers e > 0, K > 0, an integer n > 1, and a subset E of G, consider

the following:

(3.i)llA"+1UII5(£)<e;
(3.2) \cj| <K(l </<«) imply
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.2 cj(pj)\e >
n

2
B(E)      j=\

- e;

(3.3) Wps)\eWb(e) < £ if r + s > n + 1; and

(3.4) \ars\ < K(0 < r,s < n,r + s < n) imply

2   «„GWI*
r+i</i £(£)

>2l«J-e.

3.1. Definition. If for every e > 0, K > 0, and integer n > 1, there exists

a finite subset £ of G such that (3.1) and (3.2) hold, we shall say that p has

property P. If for every e > 0, K > 0 and integer n > 1, there exists a finite

subset £ of G such that (3.3) and (3.4) hold, we shall say that p has property P.

This section is organized as follows. We state three theorems that establish

the existence of measures with properties P on all nondiscrete LCA groups

and measures with property P on many LCA groups (Theorems 3.2-3.4). (The

second and third results are proved at once, while the proof of 3.2 is put off

until the very end of the section.) We then indicate applications of these

existence theorems to the symbolic calculus of the measure algebra and one

new result is given in that paragraph, 3.7. The terminology used in the

statement of 3.2 is defined in paragraph 3.8.

3.2. Theorem. Let v be a Riesz product on the compact abelian group, G, that

is based on 0 and a.

(i) Suppose that

(3.5)

and

(3.6)

limsup{|a(0): 0 + 9 = 0,0 E 0} < 2,

2   |a(0)|2" =oo   for n= 1,2, ....
060

Then v has property P.

(ii) Suppose that

(3.7)        2{|a(0)|2":0 G 0,0 + 0 ^ 0} = co   for n > 1, 2, ...,

and

a(0) = reeixfor 9 E 0, 0 1- 0 ¥= 0, 0 < re < \,
(3.8)

and e'x has infinite order in T.

Then v has property P.

Corollary. Every nondiscrete LCA group supported probability measures with

property P.
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Proof of Corollary. Every infinite compact abelian group supports Riesz

products that satisfy (3.5)-(3.6) [HeZu], [BM1]. The routine lifting from T to

R, combined with the structure theorem for LCA groups, now yields the

proof.

3.3. Theorem. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group and let Kbe a perfect set of

type K (p > 2) or a Kronecker set. Let p be a continuous probability measure

concentrated on K.

(i) Then \(p + p) has property P.

(ii) If K is a Kronecker set or of type K for p > 3, then p has property P .

Proof. Suppose that AT is a Kronecker set. Let v be a Riesz product on T

that has property P . Then it is easy to see that there exists a sequence

{y„} Q G of characters such that the maps {%*} induced from M(G) to M(T)

have v = limy^u and \(v + v) = lim•£*£(/* + A)- (These limits are weak*.)

It is now easy to verify that the P and P properties can be lifted to p and

\(p + p).
If K is a set of type K, a similar argument, with D in place of T, applies.

We now prove the existence of measures with property P on noncompact

groups. The lifting from T to R will preserve property P (as indicated already),

so we need deal only with groups having a compact open subgroup. A slightly

more general statement can be given, however.

3.4. Theorem. Let G be a LCA group, and let H be an open subgroup of G.

Suppose that p is a measure on H that has property P, and that x E G is such

that x + 77 has infinite order in G/H. Then 8X * p has property P .

It follows from 3.2-3.4 that the only nondiscrete groups. G, that may not

have measures with property P are those having an open compact subgroup,

77, of exponent two such that G/77 is a torsion group. It follows from 2.2, and

our applications (paragraph 3.7) that if G/77 is a torsion group and 77 has

exponent two, then G supports no measures wtih property P.

We now proceed with the proof of 3.4. The reduction to the case that

G = Z X 77 and x = (1,0) is routine and is omitted.

3.5. Lemma. Let Hx and H2 be LCA groups with Hx discrete, F Q Ñ2,xx, ...,

xn E 77,, and vx, ..., vn E M(H2). Then

(3.9) 1(1, V S")"

provided that the Xj are distinct.

Proof. Any element of M(HX X 772) has the form

rt     > 2 \\vjf\\b(f)<
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(3.10) a = 2 8y. X oJt   whereyj £ Hx, v} E M(H2) for 1 < / < oo,

and the y¡ are distinct and unique. The norm of <o is given by 2 l|w,-||. Let us

choose any to E M{HX X H2) with u\u¡xF = (2,8X X v)'\/¡ xF, and write w

in the form (3.10). Then

(3.11) 2 <y„ y>e>,(p) - 2 <*;, y>>),   for all (y, p) £ #, X F.

For each fixed p E F, the uniqueness of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform (from

M(HX) to C(HX)) implies that

w,(p) = ^(p)      ify(. = xj for some /,/,

w,(p) = 0 if x,- # >j for all / and/.

Upon renumbering the elements, we may conclude that

n n

¿>(y>p) = 2 (xj,y)u¡(p) = 2 {Xj,y)Vj
j=\    J      J        /-l    7     '

(P)

for all (y,p) £ HXXF. It now follows that ùj(p) — v¡(p) for all p £ ^ and

1 < / < n. Therefore, (3.9) follows from the norm computation for u.

3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.4. We fix n > 1, e > 0, K > 0 and choose a

compact set F C H such that if c,, ..., c2n £ C and \cx | < 4nK, ...,\c2n\

< 4nK, then

(3.12) 2 CjpJ
A(F) >SM-s

and such that |lA"+1|jrll<(/r) < *■ We set £ = TXF. Let W = {(r,s): 0
< r,5; 0 < r + 5 < n}, and let a„, (r, j) £ IF, be complex numbers of mod-

ulus at most K. Then Lemma 3.5 implies that

(2 ars8{r_s)x * p'+'J

(3.13)

e\\a{e)

f.r+s>   2       2   «„A1
m=—n \\ r—s=m

(r,s)ew
A(F)

An application of 3.12 now yields (3.4). We now choose a finite set, E' Q E

such that (3.13) holds. As for (3.3), we note that it follows from the fact that

translation is an isometry of M(G), so

ll(^*An+1)l\e\\a{e) - HA"+ \f\\a{f)-

Theorem 3.4 is proved.
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3.7. Applications. AU of the global symbolic calculus theorems [Rul], [Ril],

[Hz], [Mo], [VI] follow from the existence of measures with properties P and

P. Here is a new result, that does not seem to be obtainable by previous

methods. The proof is a typical application of measures with property P .

Theorem. Let G be a compact abelian group that is not exceptional. Let

£:7)(G)->C operator from PDX(G) n C0(G) to PD(G). Then F(z) =

2 amnzmzn for z in a neighborhood of 0, where all amn > 0 and 2 a^ < co.

Proof. As in [Ril], [Hz], [Mo], we may assume that F is real-analytic in a

neighborhood of 0, so (see, e.g. [Grl]) F(z) = 2 amnzmz" f°r z iQ triat

neighborhood, say for |z| < 5, and 2 \amn\^m+n < oo. Let /* be a Riesz

product on G, with property P, that has |A(y)| < 5 if y # 0, and A E C0(G).

It follows from (3.3H3.4), and the representation of £ in |z| < 5 that

2 \amn\ < co. Furthermore, examination of transforms shows that

£ ° ¡i = 2 amnpm * A" + CFO) - 2 O».

where h is Haar measure on G. All of the measures (pm * pn,h) that appear on

the right-hand side of the above representation of £ ° p are mutually pairwise

singular. Since £ ° p is nonnegative, we must have amn > 0.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. The theorem above is the common generalization of the theorems

of Varopoulos on the one hand, and Herz and Rider on the other. See [VI],

[Hz], [Ril].

3.8. Preliminaries concerning Riesz products. Let G be a compact abelian

group with dual group G. A subset, 0, of G is dissociate if every y G G has at

most one representation

(3.14)    y = ±9x±---±9k,      9¡ E 0, 0, + 9jfot 1< / <j < k

and the sign in (3.14) before 0, is always chosen + if 9¡ has order two.

Let a: 0 -> C be any function such that |a(0)| < \ if 0 does not have order

two, and -1 < a(0) < 1 if 0 has order two, and let 0 be dissociate. We

construct the Riesz product based on 0 and a as the weak* limit of the measures

v of the form v = FJ %àx, where qB = 1 + a(0)0 if 9 has order two and

qs = 1 + (a(0)0 + a(0)~0~) if 0 does not have order two. The limit is taken
over increasing finite subsets of 0. It is easy to show that p G C0(G) if and

only if a vanishes at infinity on 0. When 0 is dissociate, ß(0) will denote all

elements (first order words) y G G that have representations of the form

(3.14). For more about Riesz products, see [B], [BM1], [HeZu], [P], [SZ], [Z].

In what follows, we shall observe the following convention. If 0 is a

dissociate set (finite or infinite) and a: 0 -> C, then we shall assume (or
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require) that |a(0)| < 2 if 9 does not have order two and -1 < a(0) < 1

otherwise.

3.9. Lemma [BM1, Lemmas 1 and 4 of §3]. Let p, v be Riesz products on the

compact abelian group G that are based on 0 and a and 0' and a', respectively.

If

2   |a(0)-a'(0)|2=oo
6u0'

then p and v are mutually singular. ( We define a (a') to be zero on 0' \ 0

(0 \ ©')•)   //  lim sup{|a(0) + a'(0)|: 9 £ 0 U 0', 9 + 9 = 0} < 2   and
lim sup{|a(0) + a'(0)|: 9 £ 0 u ©', 9 + 9 i- 0} < 1,   then   p  and  v  are

mutually absolutely equivalent //(3.15) does not hold.

Proof. This is proved in [BMI], [P]. (Note that the above definition of a

Riesz product is notationally distinct from that in [BM1].) We will not include

a proof here. In fact, we do not need the full force of 3.9. We use only the

weaker statement:

3.9'. Lemma. Let pbe a Riesz product based on 0 and a. Suppose that n > 1

and

(3.16) 2 |a(0)|2" - 00   and    2  |a(0)|2n+2 < 00.
íe0 flee

Then p, p , ..., p      are pairwise mutually singular and p"+   is absolutely

continuous.

Proof. This, of course, follows from 3.9, since Haar measure is a Riesz

product (with a = 0). It follows as well from a famous theorem of Zygmund

[Z, Volume I, pp. 209-211] (when G - T) and Hewitt and Zuckerman

[HeZu] (for more general compact abelian groups). That famous theorem is

this: The Riesz product v based on 0 and a is singular with respect to Haar

measure if 29|a(0)|2 = 00. Otherwise v is absolutely continuous. Here is a

proof of 3.9' based on the Zygmund/Hewitt-Zuckerman result. (This argu-

ment is due to Y. Meyer [P].)

Suppose that pk and pj are not mutually singular for some 0 < k </

< n + 1. Then p(-n+x^~j * pk and /i("+1)~-/ * pJ = pn+x are not mutually singu-

lar. (For a proof, see, e.g., [Sr].) But the Zygmund/Hewitt-Zuckermann

theorem says that ¡in+l~J+k {s purely singular, while pn+x is absolutely

continuous. This contradiction proves 3.9'.

For a thorough discussion of 3.9, its variants and predecessors, see [BM1].

A detailed discussion of the following theorem appears in Doss [D].

3.10. Lemma [D, p. 220]. (i) Let p £ M(G) be singular with respect to Haar
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measure. Let X Q G be compact and e > 0. Then there exists a finite subset

X' QG\Xsuch that \\p\r\\B{r) > \\p\\ - e.
(ii) Let p E L (G) and e > 0. Then there exists a compact set X Q G such

that \\p\G\x\\A(6\x) < e-

3.11. Lemma. Let G be a compact abelian group and let © Q G be an infinite

dissociate set. Let p be the Riesz product based on 0 and a, and suppose that

(3.16) holds for some integer n > 1. Let cx, ..., cn E C and e > 0. Then there

exists a trigonometric polynomial f(x) = ^L™ dk(ykx/ with sup|/(x)| < 1, and

{yJ^Li = ß(0) such that

(3.17) fñx)d(Ícjp^\>Í\ej\-e.

Proof. Let v be the Riesz product generated by 0 and b(0) = j, for all

0 G 0. Then v * p' is the Riesz product generated by ja7. Lemma 3.9 (or the

calculation of Meyer used in the proof of 3.9') shows that {v * p^}"=x is a

family of pairwise mutually singular measures. Let g(x) = 2 £,■ </>■*/ be any

trigonometric polynomial with sup|g(x)| < 1 and | J* g(x)¿/(2 cjv * My)l

> 2 VA — e- Set f(x) = g(x) * v. Then / is a trigonometric polynomial of

supremum at most one and frequencies in fi(0). A straightforward calculation

shows \hatff(x)dpj = f g(x)d(v * pJ) for 1 </ < n. The lemma is proved.

3.12. Corollary. Let p be a Riesz product on the compact abelian group G,

and suppose that p satisfies (3.16), where p is based on 0 and a and n > 1. Let

K>Q,e>0,andFÇ G a finite set. Then there exists a finite set E Q ß(0)\£

such that

(3.18)      \c,\< K(l </<n) imply
i

2 CjpJ > 2 |c,| - e.
A(E)

Proof. It is easy to see that we can take any finite set $ in 0, redefine a to

be zero there, obtain a new Riesz product, and (3.16) will still hold.

Furthermore, the finite subset of 0 may be chosen so as to have £

PI ß(0)\$) = 0. (This follows from the uniqueness of the expressions (3.14).)

3.13. Lemma. Let G be a compact abelian group, and let v be a Riesz product

on G that is based on 0 and a. Suppose that v satisfies (3.5)-(3.6), and that n > 1.

Then there exists an infinite sequence of finite subsets $t, $2> • • • °/® that are

pairwise disjoint and such that

(3.19)    2 ( IT   |a(0)|)    =oo   and   2 ( II   |a(0)|)       < oo.
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Remark. It is easy to see that the set ^ = {<i>,}j^1, where <p¡ = 2fle$. 9 is

dissociate, and that the restriction of v to ñ(^) agrees with ß, the transform

of the Riesz product based on ^ and b, where b(<Py) = Ilfle$. »(9). Hence,

(3.19) is a "subordinate" version of (3.16).

Proof of 3.13. If limsup|a(0)| = 0, then it is easy to find singletons $, that

have the required properties. If limsup|a(0)| = a ¥= 0, then a simple induc-

tion will produce the sets $, (whose cardinalities will be increasing, in general).

The details are left to the reader.

3.14. Proof of Theorem 3.2. (i) We fix n > 1, K > 0, and e > 0. By 3.13

and the remark following 3.13, there exists a Riesz product, w, based on ^ and

b, such that (3.16) holds for u and such that p(u) = v(u>) for all « £ fi(^).

Since pn+x E LX(G), we may apply 3.10(h), and find a finite subset F Q G

such that ||A"+1 lc\FlL(c\f ) *^ £- An application of 3.12 completes the proof.

(ii) The argument is similar. We need a new version of 3.12, but it is

apparent what the statement is, and how the proof of the present 3.12 may be

modified to yield the new result. We then proceed as in the first part of the

theorem.

4. Some questions.

4.1. Classify all measures with property P(or P). We used an / criterion in

§2. Do all symmetric independent power probability measures have property

P? Do Bernoulli convolutions? See [BM2].

4.2. Which homogeneous polynomials Pk(z) of degree k operate in PDX(G)

for exceptional groups G? See [Ril].

4.3. Suppose p is a Riesz product and F: {z: z E /2(G)} ->C operates

on A- When does F agree with an analytic function on A(G ) ? See §3 above.

4.4. It is not hard to show that if G contains T, R or Z as closed subgroups

and G is not compact and F: D(G) -* C operates in PDX(G), then F is

continuous. When G = Z(p°°), discontinuous functions operate in PDX(G).

What is the general situation?
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